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Many of today’s lenses have coatings to provide wearer benefits, 
the most common of which is an anti-reflective (AR) coating. 
These functional coatings are fragile, so they are protected by 
a more durable hydrophobic or superhydrophobic topcoat.  

The challenge of AR and superhydrophobic cleaning
Superhydrophobic and hydrophobic coatings repel moisture. 
Liquids, including ordinary lens cleaners, bead up on the 
surface. Even wiping with a cloth may not spread the liquid, 
leaving soils and haze. 

The CLARITY® AR formulation includes a carefully selected 
blend of surfactant wetting agents that overcome the moisture 
repellency of coatings to “wet out” for better cleaning.

The Advanced Cleaning Science For 
AR (Anti-Reflective) And Superhydrophobic Lenses

TECHNICAL PAPER

Better for Superhydrophobic Topcoats
AR

AR lenses have multiple coatings, or “stack”. 
The protective topcoat is hydrophobic or 

superhydrophobic, making cleaning difficult.

As the liquid spreads across the surface, cleaning begins. The problem: oil and water don’t mix.
Soils – which are often oily, like fingerprints – don’t mix with water. Nanofilm chemists overcome that challenge with a blend 
of specially selected surfactants to emulsify soils. Surfactant molecules have an oil-loving “tail” and a water-loving “head.” 
The tail bonds to the oily soils while the head bonds to liquid. The dirt is lifted off the lens surface and held in suspension, 
so it’s easily wiped away without being re-deposited.

Standard industry testing shows no lens 
cleaner is more effective than Clarity AR. 
In addition, Nanofilm laboratories have 
proven the formulation more effective 
against a proprietary blend of soil that 
mimics common real-world soils like 
body oils, mascara and hair gel. Its 
neutral pH, very close to water, assures 
it’s safe for all lenses and coatings.

For a free sample of Calrity AR, call (800) 883-6266 and use promotional code ARTP815.
Or find out more at NanofilmUSA.com.
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